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Burqa ban stirs Europe-wide debate

As Belgium addresses a ban on wearing Islamic veils in public, right-wing politicians in the Netherlands call for the same. Photo: ANP

Coverage

affect the increasing attention placed on
the headgear.
Indeed, a March survey by the Financial Times showed a majority of voters
in European countries like France, BriDebate over the burqa has swept
tian, Italy, Spain and Germany support
through Europe, with Belgium
a burqa ban. Despite this, uttering the
inching closer to an all-out ban on words “hijab,” “niqab,” and “burqa” still
wearing the headgear in public. In results in plenty of blank stares.
what may be the first step toward
To get an idea of how hot an issue
a Europe-wide frenzy, France and the ban is to the local community, The
the Netherlands may be the next
Holland Times took to the streets to
to follow suit.
test people’s knowledge of headscarves,
asking if they knew the difference betAll public places and streets in Bel- ween various styles of dress for some
gium may be entirely burqa-free by July, Muslim women.
when an initiative to ban any clothing
that covers all or most of the face will
likely become law. After being passed
Amsterdam’s Bettie Browning, 53, is
by a parliamentary committee, the ban appalled when she sees photos depicting
now awaits a parliamentary vote. If pas- women in Persian Gulf countries, Afghased, the move would mark Belgium as nistan, and Pakistan wearing niqabs and
the first European country to outlaw the burqas. “I just wouldn’t feel comfortable
burqa in public.
not seeing the face of someone standing
In the Netherlands, right-wing fac- next to me,” she says.
tions including the outspoken Geert
“The assimilation part sounds right,”
Wilders and his Partij voor de Vrijheid says her husband, Greg 52. “But I guess
(PVV) have called for a similar ban on the only way to pass [a ban] would be for
the burqa in public buildings. In a 23 a reason of security.” Security has been
April announcement, the PVV outlined the most constitutionally sound line of
its election agenda, naming the ban and defence for the ban.
suggesting a tax on headscarves.
The couple had heard of the hijab, a
The burqa is a full-body veil typically scarf covering the hair, but did not know
covering the entire face and eyes worn that a niqab was a long face veil usually
by some women of Islamic faith. Be- revealing only the eyes and that the burcause European Union countries do not qa is a full-body veil often covering the
compile census figures on such things as face as well as the eyes.
Islamic dress or Muslim population, ofA young Dutch couple sitting nearby
ficial figures are impossible to pinpoint. had never heard of either term. It helped
The lack of statistics does not seem to to rephrase “hijab” as “hoofddoek,” the
By Larae Malooly

Veil versus mask
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all-faith-encompassing Dutch term for
any headscarf.
Tim de Rijk, 22, was not aware of the
niqab. Looking at a picture of one, he
says, “It’s like a ski mask.” Reasoning, “a
ski mask is not allowed in a bank, and
neither should a burqa.”

Identity issue

Of the handful of people polled,
seven out of 10 were familiar with the
hijab, four out of ten with the burqa, and
only one knew of the niqab. To be fair,

that one person, Lukas Verburgt, 20, is a
philosophy student studying secularism
in Europe.
Verburgt takes issue with Islam being
presented as one vague religion. “Some
say [the issue] is about identity,” he says.
“In the West we don’t really know what
Islam is all about. We think that when a
woman stops wearing a hijab she frees
herself, but I don’t think that’s the point.
We should know more about it before
we say it is a suppression mechanism or
anything else.”
Dutch lawmakers have been in favour
of a burqa ban since 2005, but no parliament has passed legislation. If a ban on
wearing the burqa in public ever passes
in the Netherlands, local law enforcement will have to monitor for burqa-clad
women. All the more reason to include
two police officers in our poll.
As they patrolled a public square in
Amsterdam, one officer candidly said
he had no idea what any of the terms
mean. The other, bigger, less-friendly
officer sternly asked with arms crossed
if I spoke Dutch, So, I rephrased the
question accordingly. He still shrugged
his shoulders. I pressed the issue, showing photos of each type of dress and
asking what they thought of outlawing
it. After looking at each other, the officer
said, “I prefer not to comment when I am
in uniform.”
Moving on, another interested couple
debated which covered the eyes, the face,
or both. In the end, they were only confident about the hijab.
“I can’t be bothered,” said Alex P., a
25-year-old student from Groningen. “It
is a matter of choice. I understand the
need in a public building to see the face
to identify someone, but otherwise it is a
matter of opinion if a woman wants to
wear it. It is okay with me.”

Islamic veil poses driving risk

AMSTERDAM | Recovered drug addict,

Yoram Stein published a book titled Stoppen met Blowen (Quit smoking joints) on
8 April claiming Dutch drug experts have
systematically undermined the debate on
the country’s soft drug policy. According to
Stein, experts analysing the risks of smoking
weed are often users themselves. “We pay
taxes,so give us a report on the risks of drug
use,” he calls out in his book. An addict
himself, Stein’s says if he was warned of
marijuana’s risks, he would never have had
his first puff. Now a school teacher, Stein
claims that every high school class harbours
at least one problem smoker.

Cartoon cleared by court

UTRECHT | A Utrecht court has found the

Dutch arm of the European Arab League
not guilty of insulting Jews after publishing
a controversial cartoon. The image, which
suggested Jewish people invented the Holocaust, was first published on the group’s
website in response to the Danish cartoon
scandal four years ago. It was then reposted last year. The organisation said the
cartoon was an attempt to highlight double
standards in society. According to NOS TV,
the court said that while the cartoon was
tasteless and upsetting, the right to freedom
of expression is more important.

Call to up drinking age

THE HAGUE | The Union of Dutch Municipa-

lities (VNG) wants to make alcohol usage
by minors under 16 legally punishable. This
statement comes as a reaction to a report
by the Dutch Signalings Centre Pediatrics
(NSCK) that shows an increase of 50 percent of alcohol intoxicated minors that have
been submitted to hospitals in the past year,
amounting to over 500 patients. To counter
this, the VNG wants minors under 16 who
cause problems to mandatorily take breathalyzer tests and calls for an increase of the
legal drinking age from 16 to 18. The VNG
wants the seller to be held responsible, also
the minor and his/her parents to be held accountable for upholding the limit.

A French woman driver wearing an Islamic face veil was
fined on 23 April for not having a clear field of vision.
Traffic police in the city of Nantes fined the woman 22
euros for her early-April offense saying drivers must have
freedom of movement and a sufficient field of vision.
The woman held a news conference following the incident,
saying the fine was an injustice.
“I didn’t commit any infraction,” she was reported by the
Population decline expected
Associated Press as saying. “I see just as well as you...I have DEN BOSCH | A decline in population growth
is approaching, according to the editors of
driven like this for nine years, I’ve not had any problems.”
The Atlas for Municipalities in their annually
Her lawyer, Jean-Michel Pollono said, “If the veil is
presented list of Dutch municipalities. The
forbidden behind the wheel, then nuns should not be able to decline will not only affect small towns
drive, and full helmets for motorcyclists should be banned.” and border communities. Cities that were
formally known as growing communities
The incident comes days after French President Nicolas
including Lelystad, Spijkenisse and Helmond
Sarkozy ordered a draft law banning the all-encompassing
are also expected to be victims of population decline. In the published list it is argued
veil from public places.
that the Dutch population will continue to
His move defies France’s highest administrative body
grow until 2035 after which the population
which earlier ruled such a ban could be unconstitutional.
will gradually decrease.
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Addict says stop with smoking
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